
Soliditet Adopts Pentaho for a Smooth 
IT Migration and 50% Faster 
Time-to-Market

About Soliditet
Nordic market-leading credit rating company 
Soliditet has been offering business since 1908 and is 
renowned for its “AAA credit assessment system” - the 
most trusted and advanced in the region. Soliditet’s 
difference is not in the data it holds, but its unique 
ability to add value to and analyse it.  Soliditet’s 16 
software products help its customers obtain credit 
information, find new customers and assess credit 
worthiness.

Key Challenges
>  Soliditet decided to search for a data integration tool because its IT operation needed to migrate 
from its expensive, inflexible legacy mainframe and COBOL environment to a modern PC and Java-based 
environment.

>    During the migration, Soliditet also needed to be able to extract and manage many different 
types of data sources from relational SQL databases to new big data technology like MongoDB.
  
> Soliditet insisted on carrying out this migration over time and in small, manageable and affordable 
chunks rather than in one ‘big bang’ – a “success often and early” approach.  Crucially, this complex and 
lengthy IT migration could not be allowed to disrupt Soliditet’s mission-critical commercial operations 
whatsoever.
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Solution
Soliditet evaluated four data integration solutions and initially chose Pentaho’s open source community 
tool before purchasing the commercial edition, Pentaho Data Integration (PDI) through European reseller 
and Pentaho partner, Omicron.
Soliditet chose Pentaho due to the following benefits:  

> Connectivity to any kind of data - Pentaho can perform ETL jobs on data from the many 
different sources that Soliditet uses, from relational sources like PostgreSQL, MySQL and DB2 to big data 
NoSQL databases like MongoDB, which it is currently testing for future use.
> Big picture visibility – Pentaho’s rich, intuitive graphical designer gives Solidtet’s 25-person IT 
team an unprecedented view of the ‘big picture’ of its entire data architecture.  The graphical designer 
also serves to document Soliditet’s IT architecture as it builds new logic, data extracts and key value 
calculations over the course of the IT migration.
> Freeing up developer resources – thanks to Pentaho’s visual design interface that eliminates 
the need for labour intensive manual coding, Soliditet’s IT department has been able to undergo major 
transformation using the same number of developers, who are now freed to devote time to product 
innovation.
> Excellent Pentaho community and service – Soliditet was very impressed by the quality and 
responsiveness of Pentaho’s developer community and product support teams.  This enabled the team 
to solve problems very quickly and accurately.

Soliditet has established PDI jobs extracting and assimilating the incoming data from registers in the 
public cloud including The Swedish Companies Registration Office and the Swedish Tax Agency. 

Other key Pentaho jobs manage the critical data being loaded into to the delivery databases that are the 
foundation of Soliditet’s extensive product range. 

We decided a year ago to upgrade to PDI from Kettle so 
we could take advantage of the excellent team functions 
in PDI’s enterprise repository including version control and 
access rights. We also wanted access to the highest level 
of support and collaboration with Pentaho’s outstanding 
team of data integration experts

“
”- MATTIAS OLDENBERG, IT Architect, Soliditet
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Thanks to Pentaho, there is no disruption whatsoever to the commercial operation while this essential IT 
modernization is underway. In fact, customer service has improved because PDI now enables Soliditet 
to deliver data extracts much faster to its customers.  Regardless of whether a customer needs credit 
information on one customer or one million, Soliditet can extract the relevant data and provide it on-
demand to the desktop via a web interface.

Results
> Supporting legacy and future IT migration – not only is PDI supporting Solidtet’s migration of 
legacy systems, but it is also building the foundation to in the future integrate big data technologies like 
MongoDB and NoSQL databases like eXist-db.

> 50 percent faster time-to-market – since Soliditet’s 25-person IT team is no longer burdened 
with routine programming and scripting tasks, it can now focus on high-value activities like building 
more competitive products and taking them to market faster, in some cases by 50 percent. 

> Customer information on-demand  – whether a customer wants information on a million 
companies or just one, the customer can have this on-demand.  This is because Pentaho can use the 
same definition to process a batch request as it does for an individual request. 

> Big picture visibility – PDI provides visibility of the entire data landscape as the development 
team migrates to a modern IT architecture over time.  This helps IT, among other things, decide which 
systems need to stay and which to phase out over time. 

Summary
When Soliditet, the Nordic region’s leading credit ratings company needed to migrate from an expensive, 
inflexible legacy mainframe and COBOL environment to a modern PC and Java-based environment it 
turned to Pentaho over three other commercial data integration products.  Soliditet wanted to migrate 
its IT architecture in small, management chunks rather than in one ‘big bang’ so needed a data integration 
tool that could manage data sources from relational sources like PostgreSQL, MySQL and DB2 to big data 
NoSQL databases like MongoDB, which it is currently testing for future use.  Pentaho Data Integration 
(PDI) enabled this and provided further benefits to the IT team, including time-saving, visual automated 
scripting and programming tools that enable the team to focus on innovation and bring products to 
market up to 50 percent than before.  Crucially, with PDI, Soliditet can now provide its customers with 
information on-demand, whether it needs information on one customer or one-million.
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The hardest part of business analytics is not in presenting data but in extracting it from 
a variety of different sources and formats, then assimilating it.  That’s what we believe 
Pentaho Data Integration does better than any other tool on the market.
          -KENNETH WRIFE, CEO, Omicron ”“


